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Abstract

We introduce morphable part models for smart shape manipulation using an as-
sembly of deformable parts with appropriate boundary conditions. In an anal-
ysis phase, we characterize the continuous allowable variations both for the in-
dividual parts and their interconnections using Gaussian shape models with low
rank covariance. The discrete aspect of how parts can be assembled is captured
using a shape grammar. The parts and their interconnection rules are learned
semi-automatically from symmetries within a single object or from semantically
corresponding parts across a larger set of example models. The learned discrete
and continuous structure is encoded as a graph. In the interaction phase, we
obtain an interactive yet intuitive shape deformation framework producing real-
istic deformations on classes of objects that are difficult to edit using existing
structure-aware deformation techniques. Unlike previous techniques, our method
uses self-similarities from a single model as training input and allows the user
to reassemble the identified parts in new configurations, thus exploiting both the
discrete and continuous learned variations while ensuring appropriate boundary
conditions across part boundaries.
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1 Introduction

Developing simple yet expressive deformation models to facilitate interactive and
intuitive manipulation of geometry remains one of the important research areas
of geometric modeling, interaction, and animation. Typically, the user specifies
desired positions for a few handle points on the input pose, and the goal is to auto-
matically deform the rest of the input model into a plausible new pose. Although a
large variety of deformation techniques exists, the methods primarily differ based
on what geometric properties are preserved during deformation. Notable recent
approaches include preserving local surface details [29], keeping local elements
as-rigid-as-possible [20, 28], achieving isometric deformations [22, 34], or re-
specting global relations across object parts [16, 37]. Unfortunately, many shapes,
especially organic ones, show up in significant shape and pose variations. Many
such classes of shapes cannot be related by local-rigidity, isometry, or similar dis-
tance measures based on just preserving local differential properties. Instead, the
range of possible deformations are what actually characterizes the respective ob-
jects, and cannot be specified a priori. This motivates a data driven approach to
first learn the space of allowable deformations, and subsequently restrict defor-
mations only to the learned deformation space.

Given a set of reference model poses, one possibility is to establish a global corre-
spondence across the multiple poses, and then build a statistical model to capture
the dominant variations using a set of extracted parameters. Such a model is com-
monly referred to as a morphable model. The most commonly used statistical
model is linear principal component analysis (PCA), which computes a global
Gaussian model of the vertex positions of the mesh. In various applications, mor-
phable models have produced impressive results [7, 13, 18]. However, there are
some limitations: A global Gaussian model directly captures the correlations of all
model points. This leads to a combinatorial blow-up for objects with many inde-
pendent degrees of freedom: For example, in a human body shape, a large number
of combinations of poses of the individual body parts need to be observed in the
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training data so that a correct model can be learned. Furthermore, it is not possible
to recombine parts because the analysis is based on global correspondences be-
tween all of the described shapes. For example, in Figure 5.1c deformations of the
spider’s body and legs are better described by separate morphable models. Nev-
ertheless, the parts are mutually correlated, e.g., the spider’s body cannot shrink
without adjusting the size of the legs.

In this work, we propose a part-based morphable model to overcome these limita-
tions. We capture variations of individual parts of an object along with the mutual
dependencies across the parts, where both the part-variations and the inter-part
dependencies are learned from training data (see supplementary video). We en-
code the variations as a graph where each node represents an object part, while
the edges store the relations among the parts. Thus the continuous variability is
captured by attributes at the nodes and the edges, while the discrete variability is
stored as the graph connectivity. We semi-automatically learn such a morphable
part model starting from a input set of training poses. The parts and their relations
are combined using an elastic deformation model that connects different parts
while ensuring seamless stitches and globally distributing deviations from the ob-
servation. Our model corresponds to a Gaussian Markov random field (MRF)
rather than a global Gaussian model, which gives us the opportunity to describe
part behavior and part interaction locally, and gives us a well defined interface to
rearrange parts in different combinations. We reduce the resultant system to solv-
ing a large sparse Laplacian matrix and achieve interactive performance using a
Schur complement decomposition.

Figure 1.1: An assembly of artificial parts to illustrate our method: Three vari-
ants (lower left) of a part with different bending are learned from a single example
model. In an assembly, parts react to neighboring tiles and morph to best fit the
learned model.
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We use our framework towards an intuitive deformation framework by restricting
deformations to the learned morphable part space obtained by examining partial,
deformable symmetries of the input shape (e.g., using subspace symmetries [6])
or corresponding parts from a larger collection of example shapes. As a special
case, partial symmetrization is achieved when corresponding parts are approxi-
mated by the average part from the respective shape space while maintaining the
global structure of the object. In another application, we support both discrete and
continuous shape edits. Based on user annotations of a shape database, we first ex-
tract continuous and discrete rules to encode the space of deformations prescribed
by the input poses. We then construct new graph variants that are compatible with
the learned model and subsequently embed the graph in 3D using a least-squares
formulation. We test our framework on a variety of examples enabling interactive,
intuitive, and expressive shape manipulations (see supplementary video).
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2 Related Work

Over the last decades, a vast range of research efforts have focused on facilitating
shape manipulations under different deformation models (see [10] for a survey).
We review only a small selection, focusing on approaches directly related to our
goal.

Deformation models: In a highly influential work, Sederberg and Parry [27] use
trivariate Bernstein polynomials for free-form deformation of the embedding vol-
ume of an object and thus warp the immersed object. Subsequently improvements
have been proposed using richer deformation bases to obtain plausible interpo-
lation behavior of the embedding space ([25, 5] and references therein). In an
alternate approach, researchers model surface or enclosed volume deformations
with approximate elastic behavior using variational formulations, e.g., [20, 9].
For surface deformation, popular approaches locally preserve surface details us-
ing a Laplacian formulation [29], or allow deformations that keep local elements
as-rigid-as-possible [28]. Our algorithm can use any such methods for local defor-
mation. In contrast to other alternatives, we only allow deformations restricted to
the learned space of morphable models and conform to the inter-part dependencies
using a global coupling.

Statistical shape models: Morphable models, where deformation models are
constructed using a statistical characterization of the input set of model poses,
have been used extensively in computer graphics and computer vision ([13, 18]
and references therein). Based on available correspondence across the various
input poses, the methods perform global dimensionality reduction to compactly
encode dominant shape variations. For example, mesh-based inverse kinematics
by Sumner et al. [30] uses a global PCA model to guide deformation modeling.
Our method generalizes this ideas to multiple coupled pieces. Modal analysis
has also been used to speed up the simulation of deformable objects [4]. Feng
et al. [15] use kernel canonical correlation analysis to control animations with
a small number of handles, while Baran et al. [3] present a animation modeling
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technique by building local deformation models for patches to transfer animations
across classes. All of these methods assume global correspondence information
across inputs. Zhang et al. [36] propose FaceIK to combine example faces by
spatial weighting and similarity-based weighting and explicitly avoids addressing
how to combine local PCA models, which is the focus of this work. Recently,
Tena et al. [31] introduce a data-driven approach to learn a piecewise PCA face
model from facial motion capture data to enable local control for facial expres-
sion generation. Our model differs as follows: (i) We model rules for connecting
parts such that we can describe a large class of shapes with different arrangements
of parts; (ii) Our model is based on an elastic deformation model that puts parts
together seamlessly, without need for interpolation and with explicitly modeled
interaction between cliques of parts.

Structure-aware deformation: A number of structure-aware deformation mod-
els exist that try to understand the structure of the input geometry in order to
deform the input in a smart way, e.g., Kraevoy et al. [24] look at differential sur-
face properties to protect vulnerable parts against unnatural bending, while Xu et
al. [35] infer joint properties using a slippage analysis. The iWires system [16]
uses wires or feature curves to learn and maintain intra- and inter-wire relations
extracted from man-made objects in order to enable natural deformations. Im-
provements have been proposed using symmetry hierarchies [33] or component
based deformations [37]. In contrast, we exploit correspondence between poten-
tially strongly deformed parts, rather than parts related only by rigid transforms.
We are also motivated by recent efforts in inverse procedural modeling [8] where
shapes are decomposed into rigid building blocks and a shape grammar that de-
scribes how to create similar objects. Again the technique is limited to handle
strict rigid mappings. We overcome this restriction by learning a correspondence
from user input and realizing an embedding of the deforming parts as concrete
geometry into three space.
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3 Morphable Part Model

Our morphable part-based model (MPM) consists of two components: (i) a set
of discrete rules describing how a complete object can be assembled out of parts
connected through docking sites, (ii) a set of subspaces of observed part variations
in which the respective individual parts (as well as the connecting geometry) can
morph. The model statistically captures both inter- and intra-part variations and
allows us to compute optimal embedding of part graphs for a given logical assem-
bly of parts and additional user constraints. We now introduce the components
in details, while in Section 4 we describe how to semi-automatically learn such a
MPM.

i) Discrete model: In this work, part refers to a surface patch where topological
connectivity is maintained but the geometric positions can vary, e.g., a triangle
mesh with fixed connectivity but varying vertex positions. Within a part, multiple
regions can be designated as docking sites, e.g., boundary edges of the mesh (see
Figure 3.1a,b). Docking sites act as connectors to assemble multiple parts to build
a composite model: Each docking site is tagged with the type of part it can con-
nect to and designated corresponding docking site(s) on the target. Overall, this
encodes a shape grammar, which is not necessarily context free [8]. It encodes all
pairs of parts that can be combined through a pair of matching docking sites: Each
pair of connecting docking sites forms one connection opportunity. All the com-
binations that have been observed and only these will be added to the grammar,
which can be compactly encoded as a graph of docking sites (see Figure 3.1c).

ii) Continuous model: The continuous component captures both the a) single,
i.e., the intra-part variations for each individual type of part and the b) part pairs,
i.e., the inter-part variations across pairs of part types. The overall model is ob-
tained by multiplying the two likelihoods, which yields a Gaussian Markov Ran-
dom field (MRF). In our experiments, we found it is desirable to build the statis-
tical models in the gradient domain (e.g., using the Laplacian [29]) rather than in
the spatial domain. This results in a global diffusion of errors from imperfectly
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Figure 3.1: Decomposition of an input mesh (a) into parts and docking sites (b).
We obtain a shape grammar (c) that encodes all permissible pairwise connections
between parts. Each part and each region of pairwise connection is described by
a morphable model.

matched parts, thus adding more flexibility to the modeling framework . We now
elaborate on the single and pairwise variations.

a) Single-part variations: For each type of part, we build a morphable model
from a collection of instances �P1, . . . ,Pnp�, each representing a surface patch.
We first align the patches, establish a dense correspondence across them, and
then transfer mesh connectivity from the first instance to the others (see [6] for
details). We encode each part instance P as a long vector V � �v1, ...,vnv� > R3nv

representing its geometric positions and a consistent mesh topology. Later, we
use the topology to consistently transfer the part instances to the gradient domain.
Thus, in our model, each part type has a fixed mesh topology and parameters
encoding the shape variation (a Gaussian density on vertex set V), as described
next. To simplify notations, we use TV to denote the modified vertices of a part
instance due to transformation T.

Variations in each type of part are mainly due deformations characteristic to the
type and rigid placements of the parts. We capture the characteristic variations
using a set of linear shape parameters Λ �� �λ1, . . . , λd� in a learned d-dimensional
linear shape space. If T > SE�3� denotes a rigid placement (i.e., drawn from the
group of rotations and translations of R3), the resultant embedding take the form,

V � T�µ �

d

Q
k�1

λkbk� (3.1)
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µ is the mean shape of part P and �b1, . . . ,bd� is a set of orthogonal vectors in the
shape space R3nv that describe principle modes according to which the geometry
of the shape can vary (see Section 4).

Such a subspace model captures the ideal geometry according to the learned
model. However, due to explicit user constraints or implicit constraints of as-
sembling multiple such types of parts together, often such constraints can only be
approximately satisfied. Hence, we use a variational least-squares formulation:

Esub�Λ,T� � σ�2sub �V �Tµ �

d

Q
k�1

λkTbk�
2

. (3.2)

One can minimize Esub over the free variables Λ > Rd and T > SE�3� to penal-
ize deviations from the subspace. Further, we constrain the range in which the
subspace coordinates Λ lie using the energy

Evar�Λ� � d

Q
k�1

� λk
2σk

�2 . (3.3)

The final penalty function is the sum of Esub and Evar. Statistically, Evar captures
shape variations using a Gaussian model with mean µ and standard deviations�σ1, . . . , σd� along the principal axes, which we will later learn from example
data. Further, in the orthogonal complement of the subspace, we have a uniform
Gaussian shape model with standard deviation σsub, which depends on the part
type. In practice, we use σsub P σi, i.e., leaving the subspace is more expensive
than moving within the subspace. The subspace and its parameters �σ1, . . . , σd�
are learned using PCA, while σsub is a user parameter determining model flexibil-
ity outside the subspace (typically: σsub > �3,10�).
In our experiments, we found the above model to be too restrictive especially
when stitching together multiple pieces. Therefore, we reformulate the problem
as an elastic matching problem in the gradient domain: Since we have a consistent
set of edges E across all the instances of a particular part type, we propose the
following elastic subspace attraction energy, which relates edge vectors, i.e., local
differences of positions, instead of absolute coordinates:

Erel�Λ,�T�� � σ�2sub Q
�i,j�>E

ωi,j

�
��vi � vj�

� �Ti �Tj

2
���µi �µj� � d

Q
k�1

λk �bki � bkj�	��
2

(3.4)
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Figure 3.2: Two types of docking sites: (a-b) docking at mesh boundaries, (c) this
might include weights, (d) disconnected components can be docked by designating
shared geometry.

The energy Erel is then used instead of the direct subspace energy Esub. By mea-
suring the errors locally instead of globally, low-frequency deformations are less
penalized enabling elastic deformations [29]. The preservation of each difference
vector is weighted by a cotangent weight ω�i, j�, where the angles are measured
in the configuration of the mean shape µ. For non-manifold vertices, we use uni-
form weights. Note that to permit local changes in part orientation, we introduce
free rotation variables Ti > SO�3� at each vertex of the mesh [28]. As an alter-
native, we can also use a single transformation variable per part. Experimenting
with both variants, the per-part method lead to slightly better results and faster
convergence in our example models. Therefore, it is used in all examples shown.

b) Pair of parts variations: We now describe how to create composite models by
stitching together several single parts. Such an assembly involves a discrete aspect
to decide which combinations of parts are desirable, and a continuous aspect to
optimize the geometry at the part joints.

Discrete Assembly Model: The discrete model provides a set of rules that control
how parts can be assembled. The idea is simple: To connect two parts, we need to
specify where they connect, i.e., determine the mesh topology of the connection.
Furthermore, we need to describe the geometry of the connection. Both aspects
require that we have observed such a connection at least once. Docking sites
designate the area in which the parts are connected. Therefore, every pair of
connected docking sites found in the training data will create one connection rule,
represented by a graph edge between the two docking sites (Figure 3.1c). The
resulting graph determines the possible mesh topologies of the created objects. To
control the geometry, we build a statistical model of how the shape in the vicinity
of the docked docking sites behaves. It aggregates all examples observed for one
such docking rule.

Continuous Assembly Model: The final ingredient is a continuous model of how
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the part connections affect the overall shape. The continuous parameters of the
parts naturally are coupled based on how the parts are assembled. We model each
docking site as being governed by a (elastic) Gaussian shape model. We learn the
model using a PCA analysis from example connections between parts.

We support two types of docking sites: We first discuss the most common type,
the boundary docking site: In this case, two parts share a common boundary and
thus the boundary vertices between two parts are constrained to be at the same po-
sition (Figure 3.2a), forming a watertight connection. In order to build a statistical
model, we gather the geometry within a fixed distance to the boundary between
the parts. We call this geometry the geometry associated with the docking site pair,
or in short, pair geometry (Figure 3.2b). For each pair of docking sites we again
build a morphable part model for its pair geometry, according to Equations 3.3
and 3.4. The pair model has the same form as the single-part model but it now
applies to the region of geometry attaching two pairs. It is learned from all parts
of example geometry where we observe the same type of connection (same pair
of docking sites).

For better smoothness, we use smooth weights, i.e., the attraction to the part sin-
gleton models fades continuously to zero when approaching the boundaries. Con-
trarily, the attraction to the docking site model grows when moving towards the
boundary of the parts, which is away from the boundaries of the geometry associ-
ated with the docking site (this is sketched in Figure 3.2c). We weight each vertex
as exp��d2~σ2

bound�, where d is the distance to the closest boundary point (of a part
or pair geometry, respectively). We then multiply the edge weights ωi,j with the
average of the vertex weights in order to reduce the influence when approaching
the boundary. The size σbound of the blending region is a user parameter; a good
choice for seamless results is to blend within about one third of the tile diameter.

We now introduce the second type of docking site, which is a generalization of the
first type. The second option is less stringent: We also allow pairs of parts that are
disconnected in the input. We do so by forming pair geometry that includes parts
of both models (Figure 3.2d). Algorithmically, we include all geometry in part 1
that is within at most a fixed distance from part 2 and vice versa. We now connect
each such pair of points that connects from part 1 to 2 by a virtual, non-manifold
edge and setup the Laplacian deformation model of Equation 3.4 to preserve these
distance vectors, allowing a single global rotation for the whole part. This reduces
the ability to deform the geometry a bit but ensures to preserve the empty space
inbetween the disconnected parts. As an application example, the spine model in
Figure 3.3 is a collection of disconnected meshes for each part so that we have to
use this docking mechanism here for modeling.

Computing an Embedding: Having assembled together a set of parts into a mor-
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(a) input, sym, anti-shape

(b) input (c) symmetrized

(d) anti-sym: �0.5Λ (e) caricature: 2Λ

Figure 3.3: Symmetrization by setting mean subspace parameters. Caricatures
are obtained by doubling the subspace coordinates. Using negative values yields
an “anti-shape”.

phable part model, our remaining task is to compute a good embedding, i.e., deter-
mine geometric vertex positions for the prescribed topological connectivity. Note
that vertices can belong to one or multiple parts (e.g., vertices on docking bound-
aries). In our formulation the individual parts, as well as the connecting docking
sites, attract vertices to respective shape spaces. We denote the energy functions
of the individual parts by Ei, i > �1 . . . k�, the energies contributed by the dock-
ing sites by Ei,j, �i, j� > G. Each such energy is the sum of terms according to
Equations 3.3 and 3.4. G denotes the edges of the undirected graph of pairwise
connections through docking sites.

E�M� � k

Q
i�1

Ei � Q
�i,j�>G

Ei,j. (3.5)

The unknowns of this system are: (i) the vertices V of the joint mesh, (ii) the re-
spective rotation matrices, and (iii) the shape space parameters Λi and Λij , which
are global to each part and docking site, respectively.

Solving the system: In order to minimize the above energy, we alternate between
solving for the vertex positions and shape parameters (i,iii) while keeping the
transformations (ii) fixed, and the other way round. Specifically, starting from an
initial guess of vertex positions and shape parameters, we solve for the optimal
rigid transformations by shape matching (i.e., we fit rotation matrices to the lo-
cal 1-rings in the meshes). Subsequently, we fix the transformations to solve for
lambda and vertex positions by minimizing Eq. 3.5. This is a quadratic energy,
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Figure 3.4: Matrix decomposition. The system matrix consists of a sparse
and constant Laplacian matrix A11 that remains constant and thus can be pre-
factored. The matrices A12 � AT

21 depend on the rotation variables and have to
be updated dynamically. A Schur complement decomposition reduces the prob-
lem to solving systems with the sparsely pre-factored A11, solving a small linear
system A22, and matrix-vector products with changing matrices A12.

summing up terms in the form of Eq. 3.4 for each part and each docking site. We
analytically compute the derivative of this energy and obtain a linear system we
need to solve.

In the direct form, such an alternate optimization is slow and unsuited for inter-
active manipulation. Further, as explained below, we cannot globally prefactorize
the system matrix (unlike [28]) even when the transformation are kept fixed. A
non-linear joint optimization [32] is possible, but would add significant complex-
ity. The key observation for an efficient solution is that the shape parameters are
low-dimensional in comparison to the vertex positions. The system matrix of the
linear system can be understood as a covariance matrix of the Gaussian distribu-
tion in vertex and shape parameter space (Figure 3.4): We can order the columns
and rows such that the (large) upper left block A11 forms the vertex-to-vertex co-
variance, while the lower right block A22 correlates shape parameters, and the
diagonal blocks A12 � AT

21 encode correlations between shape parameters and
vertex positions. The matrix A11 is constant under changing transformations Ti.
The other three have to be recomputed, because the shape basis vectors bk are
co-rotated by the Ti in Eq. 3.4, thereby changing matrix entries associated with
the shape parameters. We therefore split the solution using a Schur complement
decomposition (see [11], pp. 672ff). We solve the large, constant system (matrix
A11) efficiently using a precomputed sparse Cholesky decomposition and solve
the small problem using conjugated gradients. This approach typically leads to a
substantial speedup by an order of magnitude in comparison to a solution without
prefactorization.
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4 Learning a Model

In this section, we present the necessary pre-processing steps to convert train-
ing data to a morphable part model, which is then used for manipulation (see
Section 3). We allow the user to indicate part-level correspondence for sematic
relations between geometrically dissimilar parts. Subsequently, we refine and es-
tablish a dense correspondence.

Learning Gaussian shape models for parts in dense correspondence is straightfor-
ward: we simple apply principal component analysis (PCA) to a set of training
models in correspondence. The main challenge is establishing such a dense cor-
respondence among parts with very different geometry. Most relevant approach is
by Berner et al. [6] who automatically find symmetric parts that lie within a small
subspace. The technique, however, can only handle moderate geometry varia-
tions where a feature matching heuristic suffices to identify matching candidates.
Semi-automatic approaches [21] based on machine learning from user examples
are possible, but the methods do not provide dense correspondences. While we
expect future methods to address the issue of semantic correspondence, we allow
manual annotations to produce necessary input.

Part correspondences: We first segment an input mesh into components, and
then establish dense correspondence across the related components. While some
inputs come pre-segmented into meaningful connected components, in other cases
we expect the user to manually prescribe cutting lines. The user indicates a few
ordered points, which we connect using (shortest) geodesic paths (using a Dijkstra
algorithm). For distance measure, we use a combination of surface distance and
feature based similarity score (see isophotic semi-metric [26]) to encourage curves
to snap to ridge/valley curves. Thus, for each part type we have a set of mesh
segments �S1, S2, . . .�.

For each part type, in order to establish a dense correspondence across its seg-
ments, we establish dense correspondence from a segment, say S1, to all the oth-
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ers, say Si, and transfer the S1-mesh structure to Si. We start with a set Φ �� �S1�.
We then select the segment Si ¶ Φ that deviates most from all the members in
Φ (based on bounding box diagonal length). In a bootstrapping stage, we use
user-marked landmark correspondences between S1, Si to align S1 � Si using the
indicated correspondences as constraints and refine the solution using deformable
iterated-closest-point (ICP) method: We first use coarsely discretized thin-plate-
splines as regularizer [12] to obtain a coarse alignment. Starting from this as new
initial guess, we afterwards use a standard elastic (Laplacian) deformation model
to capture the high-frequency details at mesh resolution. Using this dense cor-
respondence between S1, Si, we transfer the mesh structure from S1 � Si and
update Φ� Φ 8 Si.

Once we have a few elements in Φ (2-4 in our experiments), we build its mor-
phable model Φ� using PCA since all the constituent meshes share the same struc-
ture at this stage. For any subsequent element Si ¶ Φ, we find the element Ŝ in
the subspace Φ� closest to Si by using our new deformable model instead of the
thin-plate splines during deformable ICP. Subsequently, we establish a dense cor-
respondence between Ŝ, Si — however, the two elements being similar at this
stage, automatic deformable iterated-closest-point (ICP) method suffice. If the
difference between Ŝ, Si is large, the user can initiate landmark point based align-
ment, but this is rarely necessary.

We learn the PCA model by first applying rigid shape matching to each Si with
respect to S1 and then use the resulting vertex positions of all Si as input to a
conventional principal component analysis [7, 2]. We iterate these two steps until
convergence.

Refining correspondences: Slippable surfaces [17], i.e., tangential ambiguity
along the target surface leading to different drift in each pairwise correspondence
S1 � Si, can distort the morphable model. Researchers in computer vision have
investigated measures for good Gaussian shape spaces [19, 23, 14]. One way to
characterize compactness of a Gaussian model uses its entropy, which is related
to the determinant of the covariance matrix [23]. We adopt a simpler approach to
minimize the sum of the variances in the model [19]. This regularizer removes
unnecessary variance that is not justified by data matching or user constraints, as
in our problem setting, as described next.

The aim of the optimization is to refine the computed pairwise correspondences
by removing unnecessary variance, e.g., due to tangential drift. Let fi � S1 � Si

describes the pairwise correspondences between the base part segment S1 and any
other part segment Si. While keeping the corresponding boundaries of the shapes,
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we optimize the following energy function:

Epca � Eboundary �Esample � tr Σ, (4.1)

where tr denotes matrix trace. The three energies depend on the choice of cor-
respondences �f2, f3, . . . �. The Eboundary penalizes deviations from the user-
annotated landmark correspondences, and also encourages boundary vertices to
remain in the vicinity of boundary curves. The Esample term penalizes uneven
sampling using a Laplacian term — for each vertex, we compare its position to
the average of the vertices in its 1-ring neighborhood and quadratically penalize
the difference. The last term is the most important one as it penalizes the trace of
the covariance matrix obtained from the correspondences [19] and helps remove
tangential drift. Specifically, assuming that S1 has vertices �x1, . . . xm�, which are
mapped by the fi to the corresponding pieces, we obtain:

tr Σ ��

n

Q
i�1

m

Q
j�1

�fi�xj� � µj� � �fi�xj� � µj�, (4.2)

where µ is the mean shape obtained from the correspondences. Thus, the trace-
energy penalizes deviation from the mean shape, thereby globally reducing the
variance. This reduces parametrization drifts, even for examples with very differ-
ent forms. While alternate approaches are possible, we leave a careful comparison
to future studies.

In practice, we perform the optimization over the tangent space of S2, S3, . . . us-
ing a gradient descent on Epca and allowing vertices to freely move in R3. We,
however, restrict each vertex to only move by a small margin dictated by the (lo-
cal) sampling density of the mesh vertices. After each step, we project the vertices
back to the mesh surface, and iterate. This removes tangential drift, and produces
compact Gaussian shape models (see accompanying video).

Learning docking rules: After establishing dense correspondences between all
part-pairs for each part type, we learn a shape grammar, i.e., a set of discrete rules
as how the parts can be attached to each other. Since we already have a graph
decomposition of the input model (see Figure 3.1), we simply search and collect
patterns of how each node in the graph is connected to its 1-ring neighbors and
store them as a rule set. Subsequently, we compute the shape parameters for each
example part.

Between two docking parts Pi and Pj , we identify the docking area based on an
“influence region” parameter r — we include all points of part Pi that are within
distance of any point in Pj , or vice-versa (see Figure 3.1). Additionally, when a
part is disconnected (e.g., a polygon soup), we introduce artificial links to connect
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Figure 4.1: Changing the discrete graph structure, assembling parts in a dif-
ferent configuration and solving for optimal embedding. Left: adding/removing
segments to the spider legs; middle: stretching the scorpion body and removing
parts from the tail; below: creating a cyclically connected tail; right: inserting a
segment to the pointing finger and removing parts of the remaining fingers.

each triangle/point to a central element of the part (e.g., the element closest to the
centroid of the part). By preserving the distance vectors to the centroid, the actual
“docked” parts cannot drift away. The variations in relative pose are automatically
learned from the different example configurations, as described earlier.

Seamless stitching: We need to ensure that two parts P1,P2 that share a com-
mon boundary fit together seamlessly. We do so by sharing the vertices along the
boundary curve, i.e., using only a single unknown variable for each shared vertex.
As we have dense correspondences along the two boundary curves, we simple
take the union of the vertices and split the triangles accordingly. The statistical
model for newly inserted vertices from P2 is obtained by interpolation of the two
closest vertices from P1, and vice versa. Stitching is done after fixing a layout
of connected patches, not a priori per patch. This offers greater flexibility, even
allowing docking sites that connect to parts of themselves recursively.
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5 Applications

Free-Form deformation: In our variational formulation for embedding graphs of
parts, it is easy to enable free-form shape deformation using additional energies
to model handle constraints. In our implementation, we use simple least-squares
position constraints of the form Pi�f�xi� � yi�2, where pairs xi � yi are user
prescribed handles, xi the point on the original undeformed model, and f�xi� de-
notes the computed embedding. Adding further constraints that prescribe rotations
or transfinite constraints (such as area and curve constraints) is also conceivable.
Note an important detail: If we use the part-based model as is, the original state of
the model is not the optimum of the energy function but the model will be biased
to deform towards the mean in each part and each docking site. This is not desir-
able for a free-form deformation tool, where the rest state should always be the
original model. We therefore exchange the means: For each actual part instance,
we determine the shape parameters λ within the learned subspace and replace the
learned average mean with the actual part parameters, thus removing the bias. See
accompanying video for typical behavior.

Partial symmetrization: In this application, we do the opposite: We use the av-
erage mean for all part classes and replace the original covariance matrices with
isotropic Gaussian distributions with small variance. This encourages the indi-
vidual parts to assume the same mean shape in each part. By changing the mean
within the available subspace parameters, we can control the shape that all of the
parts are trying to assume (see Figure 3.3). The opposite effect can also be cre-
ated, by increasing the distance from the per-part mean, which creates caricatures
of the input model (as done by Blanz et al. [7] for single component models).

Inverse procedural modeling: By training a part-based morphable model, we
construct not only a deformation model but also a set of discrete rules for assem-
bling the parts. The continuous deformation model serves as a tool to compute an
actual embedding of the abstract graph, while the residual energy of the optimal
embedding indicates the overall distortion necessary to realize the graph.
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(a) hand (b) facade

(c) tarantula (d) scorpion

Figure 5.1: Deformation examples. Lower left (colored parts): original input.
Upper left (white): symmetrized. Middle column (yellow): deformed with our
method. Right column (blue): standard elastic (Laplacian/ARAP) surface defor-
mation.

(a) plant model, locally symmetrized (b) hand model, symmetrized editing

Figure 5.2: Additional constraints placed on subspace coordinates: (a) enforcing
similarity of local subspace coordinates, (b) editing with global symmetrization
of the yellow parts.

As described, our approach automatically learns a grammar according to which
parts can be attached. We allow the user to manually specify a new graph based
on the constructed grammar. Subsequently, we run the continuous optimization to
compute its optimal embedding. In future it will be interesting to allow automatic
spawning of such graphs based on statistics of model databases.
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6 Implementation and Results

We have implemented our method single-threaded in C++, but using the multi-
threaded Intel Math Kernel Library for solving linear systems. Table 6.1 lists per-
formance statistics on a workstation with an Intel quad core i7-2600K (3.4GHz)
and 8GB of RAM. Results are shown in Figures 1.1, 3.3, 4.1-5.2. Please see
the accompanying video — the deformation behavior is best experienced in an
interactive scenario.

We used publicly available models: The hand model is a manifold meshes with
boundary docking sites, while the plant, the tarantula and the spine models consist
of separate parts that are connected by generalized docking sites. The scorpion
model uses both techniques - boundary docking sites in the body region and sepa-
rate parts in legs and tail. In addition, we synthesized the facade and hexa-grid to
complement the evaluation set. For the models from external data sources, we es-
timate correspondence as described in Section 4, while for the synthesized models
we use the known correspondence information.

Figure 5.1 shows deformation results obtained with our technique. The model
in the lower left corner is the original input, with corresponding parts tinted in

model vertices parts def. time(ms) type
hand 23081 20 150 bnd
facade 45493 128 300 cmp
tarantula 28996 57 170 cmp
scorpion 66453 59 350 bnd & cmp
spine 16254 18 150 cmp
hexa-grid 51465 15 350 bnd
plant 22330 29 180 cmp

Table 6.1: Model statistics. Timings: average for one iteration. Type: bound-
ary docking sites (bnd), disconnected components with generalized docking sites
(cmp), or both.
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matching colors. The yellow variations are editing results from sparse constraints
(see supplementary video) and the white model shows a symmetrized variant. We
use as-rigid-as-possible Laplacian surface editing model [28] as representative
for elastic free-form deformation techniques. The according results are shown
in blue. In comparison MPM results, we observe the artifacts: (i) When mod-
els are squeezed, unlike our data-driven approach, elastic deformation produces
unfavorable results with surfaces folding and wavy artifacts (e.g., hand and taran-
tula examples). (ii) When models are stretched, the results, in absence of folding,
are still not plausible in comparison to the learning-based results. Note that with
sparse set of constraints, MPM can produce spiking artifacts, while the elastic
model resists such forces (unlike the MPM, which adapts the shape within the
learned subspace). Such artifacts could be reduced by more elaborate constraints
(e.g., area handles). Note that unlike Sumner et al. [30], we learn the shape space
from a single model by exploiting part-level symmetries using inter- and intra-part
correlations.

Figure 6.1: Comparison to standard deformation techniques - clockwise from
upper left: original input, our result, Laplacian surface editing, finite-element
based elasticity, thin-plate-splines.

We also compared MPM to a larger set of previously proposed deformation tech-
niques (see Figure 6.1): We tested a finite-element-based elasticity model [1],
which behaves similar to the Laplacian surface editing, including all the artifacts.
A thin-plate spline deformation model [12] that fits a smooth deformation field
rather than minimizing stretch avoids the stretch and wrinkling artifacts, but the
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results still look unrealistic. In particular, thin-plate-splines permit arbitrary affine
mappings at no cost which leads to distorted results (anisotropic squeezing and
expansion).

We also tested discrete modifications to the example models, setting a custom part
graph consistent with the established shape grammar (see Figure 4.1). Our solver
assembles the pieces together in plausible configurations as if the shapes had been
designed like that, even in presence of cyclic dependencies.

Figure 5.2 shows the effect of directly prescribing subspace coordinates for the
parts: In Figure 5.2a, subspace coordinates are diffused to their neighbors dur-
ing editing to encourage a locally symmetric behavior, while Figures 5.2b and
3.3 show global symmetrization. In Figures 5.2b, symmetrization is used inter-
actively, with the mean derived from user constraints. Caricature, the opposite
effect is obtained when we increase the distance of the shape parameters from the
learned mean (see Figure 3.3e).

Limitations: In our framework, we require manually specified sparse correspon-
dences. While automating this pre-processing stage is desirable, the problem is
challenging and an active topic of research [21, 6]. Further, we plan to investigate
automatic spawning of new part graphs, which is currently manually specified.
Our framework only applies to objects with a clear part structure with one-to-one
correspondence: we cannot capture certain types of redundancy such as fractal
terrains or irregular textures such as bark of a tree. Finally, in highly complex
models, say a detailed car model consists of many parts, a hierarchical decom-
position is desirable. Potentially a coarse structure (or cage) can be used in this
regard.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a novel technique for shape deformations based on morphable parts.
Instead of using predefined differential shape priors such as elastic (as-rigid-as-
possible) or continuous (thin-plate splines) behavior, we learn the variations from
correspondences across symmetric parts from a single input example. Our model
represents shape variations of parts, and pairwise relations of connected parts.
With only a sparse set of user constraints, we enable plausible deformations. In
contrast to previous techniques based on morphable models, our approach utilizes
partial symmetry to extract more information from the input data and learns rich
spaces of shape variations from small amounts of training data. We explored
applications such as partial symmetrization, caricatures, and presented first steps
towards generalized inverse procedural modeling by learning a deformable shape
grammar and reassembling parts accordingly.

There are a number of avenues for future work: We belief that by using recent
work on learned shape correspondences [21, 6] it should be possible to handle
large data bases with minimal user intervention. An interesting future direction
is to build and evaluate discrete graphs to perform fully automated data-driven
modeling.
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